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FOREWORD
OAST'smajor goal is to providea technologybasewhich will adequately
supportcurrentand futurespaceactivitiesinvolvingthe exploration
and exploitationof space. We in OAST have feltfor some time thata
more effectivemechanismwas neededto get the technologyusersand
technologygeneratorsto jointlyreviewand discusstechnologyrequire-
ments,as well as implementthe transferof advancedtechnologyto flight
projects. In orderto facilitatethis processin "realtime,"we
organizedthe OAST SpaceTechnologyWorkshop• "_
About 150 of NASA'sbest researchersand technologistswere assembledfor
thisWorkshop. From inputpresentationsand documentationand day-to-day
conferenceswith our "users,"i.e.,representativesof the Officesof
Applications,SpaceF_ight,and SpaceSciences,we extractedboth the
technologyneedsto supportprojectedmissionsand the opportunities
affordedfor experimentationin the spaceenvironment.
The Workshopaccomplishedtwo primaryobjectives: (1) we formulatedtech-
nologyneedswhich addressedrecommendationsfromour users,earlydrafts
of the "Outlookfor Space,"and other sources;and (2)we definedshuttle
flightexperimentsand payloadswhichwould enhancebringingthosetech-
nologiesto a satisfactorystateof readiness. Approximately200 space
experimentsor payloadswere identifiedin II technologicalareas.
Resultsof the Workshopare beingreportedto universities,industry,and
otherGovernmentagenciesto initiatea dialogue,obtainfeedback,and
developa partnershipthatwill take advantageof the engineeringand tech-
nologyneedsand opportunitiesof the future. Our ultir_ategoal is to
enablea broadgroupof engineeringusers to performresearchand technology
experimentsin space by utilizingthe SpaceTransportationSystem.
This intensive2-weekeffortprovidedthe opportunityto discusstechnology
gaps,overlapbetweendisciplines,and interdisciplinarygoals. The parti-
cipantsprofitedfromhearinginvitedspeakersand the dialoguebetween
technology"developers"and "users"was highlybeneficial. The initiative,
enthusiasmand technicalexpertisecontributedby the participantswere
recognizedand are warmlyappreciated.
The SteeringCommitteewishesto acknowledgethe excellentadministrative,
technical,and logisticssupportprovidedby the LangleyResearchCenter
• and Old DominionUniversitywhich includedWorkshopplanning,preparation
of inputdata packages,on-siteacconm_datlons,and reportcompilation
and publi_t_.
R.E.Smylle,iC_lI_irman
SteeringConWWY_wtee
;' 1 .3
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INTRDDUCTION
Within NASA, the Offices of Applications (OA), Space Flight (OSF),
Space Science (OSS) and Tracking and Data Acquisition (OTDA) are responsible
for operational systems and missions in space. With regard to slsaceactivities,
these offices are NASA's prime interface with the benefitting organizations
which include other Gcv_t agencies, industry and educational _y/ research
institutions, as _ell as individual researchers. The Office of Aeronautics
and Space Technology (OAST) is responsible for providing the advanced technology
to meet the needs of these other offices.
p
The major goal is to provide a technology base which will adequately
support current and future space activities involving the exploration and
exploitation of space. The program concentrates on advancing the tec/molcgies
used in systems required to support, protect, power, control and cc_municate
_th the various spacecraft needed to achieve the objectives of current and _
future NASA space missions. _ch of the basic technology being developed in
the program is also applicable to the solutions of a hroad range of terrestrial
problems in fields such as energy and ccmmunicaticns.
The Works]_p, held in August in _%discn College in ]_%rrisonburg,
Virginia, was designed to aid in the_future develqsment arl/planning of
(IAST's overall space technology program. The Workshop _as the outgrowth
of a reccmmendation made to OAST by the National Research Council/Aeronautics
and Space Engineering Board in December 1974 as well as OAST's desire to find
better utilization of newly developed space technologies.
It is hoped that the Workshop outputs will provide a sound technical
basis for the overall planning and implementati(_n of OAST's disciplinary
technology programs, add new dimensions to its basic research program and
establish technology experiment flight programs for those technology areas
requiring readiness demonstrations.
One of the major products of the Workshop was the preliminary definition
of the research and technology investigations which require or which could
significantly benefit from an in-space experiment, systems demonstration
or component test using the Space Transpcrtation System (shuttle, Spacelab,
and upper stages) which is currently being developed and will begin opera-
tions in the 1979-80 time frame. Approximately 200 space experiments or
payloads _ identified which met one or n_re of the reccmmendations in the
"Outlook for Space" study. About one-third of these experiments are "new",
i.e., identified for the first time at the Workshop. Essentially all of
these experiments are traceable, through technology requirements, to candi-
date OAST major thrusts which were synthesized during the Workshop. The
major thrusts are in turn responsive to t/_ themes, objectives and systems
identified in "Outlook for Space". Although this forum did not permit an
exhaustive treatment of user needs, a significant interchange am_g users,
disciplines and basic research did occur.
This document provides an overview of the implementation aspects of
the _brkshop as well as synopses of t/_ eleven discipline tedmology reports
which emanated from the Workshop.
I.
_ific objecti%_s of the effort ware:
2
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Plaming-
Formulate technology needs that reflect recommendations from the
"Outlook for Space" and other pertinent sources.
Incorporate needs into structured technology goals and objectives
Experiment/PayloadIdentification.
Identify areas where experimentation in space could significantly
enhance technology development
Identify specific space experiments which would utilize the
research facilities made possible by the Space Transportation Systems (STS)
II. Approach/Logic Flow
The products from this Workshop will assist NASA in general, and the
research divisions in OAST in particular in establishing a plan for the
systematicdevelopment of space technology as an augmentation of t/_ "Outlook
for Space" study results. The technology group chairmen made a special effort
to assure that their reports oontained a National or NASA flavor rather than ._
to necessarily represent traditional OAST roles.
The Logic Flow Chart illustrates the approach and procedures for
meeting Workshop objectives.
"Technologyneeds" are the potential requirements and challenges
identified with future NASA space missions which were used as the basis
for "mission driven" technology planning.
"Technology.opportunities" _ the identification of potential
technology advances offering opportunities for new mission capabilities,
performance improvement,or economy, to establish the basis for that portion
of the technology planning which is "opportunity driven" and essentially
decoupled from mission needs.
III. Or_.an.izationand Staffin_
_T_ organization/staffingstructure chart illustrates the breadth of
included technology disciplines and Agency participation. Participants
are listed in Appendix A.
A. Steering,,Committee
The Steering Committee was composed of senior OAST and OSF personnel
whose responsibilities included recc_ technology group chairmen,
guiding the t/_ust and focus of Workshop activities and providing overall
leadership.
B. Cea_terCoordinators
The Om,ter Coordinators were the points of contact for t/_ir respective
centers for Workshop activities. Their intracenter liaison e£forts ware
responsible for the selection and commitment of center personnel to partici-
pate in OR Workshop.
_ _ panels were composed of t_%SACenter and Head-
quarters personnel who were technical experts in their respective fields.
These groups reviewed all sou/ce data and identified and documented research
and technology program candidates which,suppcrtmd Workshop objectives.
The major product of the Workshop is the _ted outputs from
these tec/mology panels. %_ chairm_ requested members of the Steering
Committee, Technology User Panels and Program Support Panel to participate
in their respective technology panel activities, when and as required, to
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assure an end product that would effectively meet Workshop objectives.
D. Technology User Panel
The Technoloqy User Panel represented t/%eNASA program offices which
are "users"of OAST-developedtechnology.This panel includedmm_ers
from OA, OSS, OSF, OTDA and selected center personnel.
Their tasks included providing a campilaticn of the planned technology
needs and priorities for NASA programs projected for the 1980-2000 time
period. This panel was on Imnd during the course of the Workshop to inter-
pret and prioritize the various proposed program requirements, provide counsel
to the technology panels and review t/_ final reocmmendaticns of the tech-
nology panels for resEx_se to "users" needs.
The included personnel frum OSF anu OAST and
selected cemters and was responsible for a variety of tasks. A key function -
was to provide background information on the capabilities, limitations and
resources of the STS elements (shuttle, Spacelab and upper stages) and the
results of studies related to the use of t/_se elements. In addition to
oral presentations of STS data at the beginning of the Workshop, uonsultants
ware available throughout the Workshop to provide infozmation and guidance
regarding use of the STS elements, including fI_ST's _hranced Technology
Laboratory (ATL) and Imng Duration Exposure Facility (I/)EF)conoepts.
This panel was also resp0msible for uverall Workshop organization,
management and support which included administration of a grant (NSG-1186)
to Old Daminicn University (O_J) for programatic and logistic support.
D. Old Daminicn Universit_
The respcmsibilities of personnel fram O_J'._ _hanical Engineering
and 5_/%an/cs Department included preparation of input data packages in
consultation with tec/m_logy panel chairmen_ assembly, editing and publishing
of final reports; providing or making arr_ts for all on-site accommodations.
IV. Documentation
ODU personnel, in consultation with the technology panel dmirmen,
prep.%red an individual input data package for each technology panel using
a "library" of about 175 source documents. This total "library" of source
documentS was available at t/%emeeting site for participants' uem. Technology
panels were provided with copies of their individual discipline data package
and the s(_rce documents listed in Appendix B.
The July 1975 "Outlook for Space" (OFS) Internal NASA Review Draft
has been used as a reference document by authors of the Workshop
reports. The CFS draft report has been revised and published as NASA SP-386,
January 1976. _ revisions should not affect traceability to CFS data
referenced in Warkshop _s. For example, although SP-386 cGmtains
minor changes in t/_ titles of the 12 thorns, 61 objectives, and 240 syst4ms,
the numerical identification system is unchanged.
V. Oral Presentaticms
"The first t%D _ys of the Workshop ware _otsd to oral presentations
to amplify the Outlnok for Space, technology "users" and (_%ST tedmology
planningstudy inputsand to m_wi_ _ data on elemnts uf the STS.
The cx,_letaspeakers'_ is pre.ent_ in _ C.
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Establishing what the elements of an advanced technology program
should be, and the time frame in which to develop them is a difficult task.
Very long lead times are usually requiredl i.e., entry technology work
initiated in the late 1950's at our langlt_ Research Center, laid the
grcund%Drk for the Shuttle--a t_ span of about two decades from initia-
tion of technology to initial operation. Therefore, the "ay _ go about
planning our advanced space technology program is vitally important. C_51"s
job of structuring or selecting "the right" technologies, and their t/ruing,
must be maximized. We need the advice and assistanc_ of the best this
country has to offer; NASA's "Outlook for Space" (OFS) and the congressional
subcommittee's hearings, "Future Space Programs 1975" have become major
inputs to this process. One of the more recent technology requirements
exercises that could be used a:_a point of departure for the subject tech-
nology workshop was the technology fgrecast .portion of the overall NASA
Outlook for Space study. As indicated in the following excerpts from the
OFS Executive Summary, c_r charter for the workshop was more or less
"drawn up'.
In order that various candidate objectives could be assessed as to
their technical feasibility, a Forecast of Space Technology %_s prepared
and has been publish_ _.as a separate, report. The C_S forecast determined
t_at bet_en now and the year 2000 a great number of advances will occur
in technology applicable to space activities. These developments will make
feasible quite ccl,plex missions and systems and can si_,ificantly reduce
the co_t of accomplishing any specific objective in space.
Six predicted technological advances, described more completely in
the OFS are summarized below. Each affects a broad spectrum of cardidate
objectives and represents an important example from the "raric_s fields of
technology that were studied.
Before the year 2000, ultra-b_tgh de_sity solid-state mass memory
systems will be _ailable, capable of storing i012 bits per cubic meter,
an increase of IC beycr_ 1975 capabilities.
Major advances in automatic data processing, including data com-
pression, information extraction and pattern recognition are D_ed.
Nuclear devices, particularly fission reactors with various
electrical energy converters, if developed for space applications, offer
"..hebest pramice for luw-weight, low-cost energy storage of the
stzTage systate deemsd feasible hetwsen now and the year 2000.
Before the year 2000 it will be possible to design, fabricate,
deploy and ocmtrol large, light-wsight structures in space such as solar
array" of the order of a square kilometer. For antennas, where pointing
accur_ "ies are more demanding, areas could be tens of thousands of square
meters.
It could be possible by the year 2000 to provide nearly fully
clceed (fully recycling) biological life support _,stems for large crews
in space or on the moon, with reliable lifetimes of several year'sand
• with "farm" areas of t/_ order of I0 square meters per capita.
It could be possible in the time period in questicx_ to develop
reusable, vertical landing (perhaps in water), heavy-lift re" [.-iesfor low-
cost Earth-to-orbit transp(xT_tion, capable of delivering p_-':_..,i_of a
few hundred thousand kilograms to low-Earth Orbit at a cost _. 5 per
kilogram.
7
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The above examples span a large spectrum but provided a good
background to bracket the scope of the OAST Technology Workshop. Those
early in the listing represent technological advances which it would appear
will take place with little if any pressure frcm the space program, but
rather with the support of industry which in some cases will be funded by
other federal agencies. Those near the latter end are exan_les of tech-
nology which are required almost solely for spaceflight activities. Some
of the areas idertified by the OFS report as Potential future projects
requiringnewtechnology.
I. RepresantativeRequirements for Major Technological Advances
SPACE RADIO AND OPTICAL ASTR3Nf_?fOBJECfIVES
o Structural integrity, stability, pointing requirements of
very large telescope --
o Cryogenicdetectorcoolingin space
O Structures many 10's of meters with 0.01 second rms stability
o Large-scale antenna element arraying
DEEP SPACE OBJECTIVES
In-situ organic analysis and back contamination control
o Autcn_s spacecraft and vehicles
o Survi%rablelanders for extreme and variant envir_ts
o Increased navigation precision through multilateration and
Quasi-VLBI technique
o Nuclear and solar electric propulsion to replace prohibitive
costs of chemical rockets
SPACE PHENCX_NA OBJEL_IVES
u High-precision relativisticmeasurements, 10-1?clocks, 0.01
second/yeargyroscopes
o Cryogenicsin space
o Weather and climate modeling
EARTH ORBIT - EArl INI_CTION OBJ_IVES
, , m ,m
o Kilometers large, lightweight, low-cost structures
o Pointing accuracy with surface control to millimeters
o Assembly in space
o I_w-cost energy converters
LIVING AND WORKING IN SPACE OBJECTIVES
o Bone resorption, cardiovascular,and other physiological and
psychological effects
o Closed ecological and life suppo_-tsystems
2. Areas of Preparedness Technology:
o Very Large Scale and Lower Cost
Space Transportation
Controllable Lightweight Structures
Space Energy Converters
8
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E_-to-End InformationManagement
Antenm Aperture and _'rayL-_
o Very Long Life Ccmpcnents and Systems
o Large-Scale, Reliable Microcunponent Utilization
o Au_s Spacecraft and Vehicles
o Precision Navigation
o Instruments and Sensors
o Nuclear Space Power and Propulsion Systems
o Advanced Propulsion
o Close Ecological and Life Support Systems
o Long Flight Physio-Psycho-Socio Implications
o IAmar I_scurce Recovery, Processing, and Space Manufacturing
o Planetary Envircrment Remedial Processes
3. Space Transportation:
Many missions which se_n attractive over the next two decades can
utilize either available launch vehicles or the Shuttle Transportation
System. There are some, hc_ever, whose economic viability might well
depend upcm the development of a larger and more efficient launching
system, of a type often referred to as the heavy-lift, low-cost launch
vehicle. An example of a mission that would benefit fram such a new
launch vehicle is the Satellite Solar Power Station.
An examination of various conceptual designs for such large
boosters indicated that it would be technically feasible, within the next
two decades, to produce systems which could launch payloads into low
Earth orbit with recurring costs of $50 per kg or less.
There are other prq_Llsion developments which shoudd be considered
in this same time frame, particularly those concerned with high energy
missions such as the exploration of the planets. There has already been
a considerable amount of development work on electric propulsion tech-
niques using either solar energy or nuclear energy as a pcv_r source.
These developments are highly premising. It would seem t_at such tech-
niques offer the most cost effective manner for accomplishing sane of the
_portant deep space missions (for example, ccmet rendezvous).
4. Beyond the year 2000:
Some of the conclusions reached by the OFS Study Group
based on an assessment of space possibilities in the more distant future}
that is, beyond the turn of the century. A detailed examinatian of
these future possibilities was not within the scope of the study, yet
they were considered since the foundations for their achi_t will be
laid down within the next 25 years.
Many post-2000 activities will result from the natural evolution
of space capabilities. We will steadily improve our ability to monitor
the surface and the aUa_sphere of the F_vth, and better understand the
increased data whi_ improved systems will make available to us. We will
have much greater capability to explore cur solar system and observe the
rest of space, and a much deeper understanding of the nature of the
Universe to guide cur explorations.
There are other activities which are not so directly a result of
evoluticmazy growth. It is not possible tj predict when such future
activities might occur, but we believe th_se programs near the top of
the following list are likely to be undertakem before those near the
bottun:
9
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Occupation of the Moon.
Commercial space transportation of people and goods.
Returning refined lunar minerals.
Industry in space.
Habitats in space.
Human exploration of Mars, ot/]er planets ar_ _heir moons.
Mining the asteroids.
Making other planets or moons habitable.
Interstellar flight.
Frcm the above OFS stimuli and other "user" inputs, the Workshop
was la_:ched and ultimately generated some 200 flight experiments that
need OAST attention as well as many other excellent R&T base technology
requirements.
Sane of the major thrusts and goals emerging from the OAST
Workshop involved major OAST technology disciplines of space electronics,
propulsion and structures. Examples of sane of these thrusts and goals
are as follows:
Structures
i. Develop and verify erectable structures technology
for large (1 kin) space structures by 1985. (Goal)
2. Develop ccmposites technology to provide a weight
savings of 30% to 50% in LASS. (Goal)
3. Experiments to verify erection techniques for large
structures in orbit. (Goal)
Propulsion
i. Reduce space transportation cost (thrust)
Earth to Leo 500 $/kg - 50$/kg
Earth to GSO or escape 3000 $._kg- 500 $/kg
Earth to outer solar system 3 x l0b $/kg - 3000 $/kg
Electronics - Data }_ilh_, Sensing and G.N.C. Data Handling-
i. 1000:1 Information Capacity Increase (thrust)
- Increased data load
- ;_oplications Growth
- Sensor Output Growth
- Mission _del Growth
- Data Syst_u Saturation
- Inadequate data transfer links
- Data analysis delay and oost
- Data Warehousing and Retrieval costs
2. 10.'1 Life-Cycle Cost Reduction (thrust)
- Research and Development Costs
- Large numbers of payloads
-Variable requirements
- System architecture
-Software
- Syst_n Acquisition Costs
-Operation Costs
-Reliability
-support
-Sof_e
-Modification
-Maintenance
10
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3. Technology Requirements - Goal #i
-High Capacity Links
-Wide/kqr_ Microwave
-Gigabit Earth-Vicinity
-Millimeter Waves
-Laser
-Medium Bandwidth Planetary
-_licrcwave
-laser
-Infon_ation Extraction
-Data vs. information
-Feature identification
-Payload Peculiar
4. Technology Requirements - Goal #2
-Modular Architecture
-Family of configurations
-User-needs Adaptable
-Growth capability
-Standard Components
-Fault-Tolerant Syst_ns
-Built_in test
-Diagnostics and Corrective Action
-_ Purging
-Software Error Protection
-Autnmated Fault-Tolerant Software Generation
-Structured
-Autnmatically generated
-Automatically verified
5. Sens
_a 10-fold increase in mission output through i_proved
sensing accuracy, resolution and spectral range by 1985 (thrust).
6. Reduce information system cost by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude
through extensive integration of sensor and onboard processing technology
by 1985 (thrust).
7. Provide t/%ecapability for near real time, low cost, global
surveys through multi_, all _.ather active/passive microwave systems
by 1990. (thrust)
Guider Navigation and Control
8. Reduce Mission support costs by 50% through autonomous
operations by 1990.
9. Provide a ten-fold increase in mission out[_/t through h_3roved
pointing and control kr]1990.
i0. Provide a Inmdred-fold increase in human's productivity in
space through large scale teleoperator applicatien by 1990.
In s%mmary, the Workshop accomplished two major objectives for OAST:
(i) _ fornulated technology needs which addressed reccmmerdaticns from cur
users, early drafts of the "Outlook for Space", and other sources; and
(2) we defined Shuttle flight experiments and payloads which would er_znce
bringing those technologies to a satisfactory state of readiness.
11
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SYNOPSIS
DATA PROCESSING AND TRANSFER
VOLUME I of Xl
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INTRODUCTION
This document contains a brief description of the final report of the
Data Processing and Transfer Technology Panel. The prime objective of the
group was to identify the Data Processing and Transfer Technology areas
that need to be developed for future activities in space. The technology
areas are subdivided into two categories: Mission Driven and Op[xEtunity
Driven. Also included in the final report are technology areas which
demonstrate feasibility and economic viability of quite complex missions
and syst_us and significantly reduce the cost of accomplishing many spe-
cific objectives in _q_ace.
The list of experiment titles following the summary is an index to
the sections describing the technology areas identified by the wDrking
group. Each section describes the objectives of the technology area
identified, scope, approach and projected impact on future space activities. --,.
In order to define the requirements, technology needs and flight
experiments in the Data Processing and Transfer Technology, the working
group ccnsidered all of the inputs provided by the user community.
These inputs, as well as applicable items from Outlook for Space, were
used as primary inputs by the working group. The //_t material ranged
from the basic areas of ccmm/nications, earth observations, earth and
ooean physics and astronomy, to specific needs in planetary conm/nications,
image enhancement narrowband TV, reduced BW for real time TV and deep-
space data syst_ns. All of these inputs combined to form an ensemble
which covers a rather wide spectmxa of data related technologies. A
tabulation of the user ccmmunity inputs is contained in Section II of
the technology group report.
The scope of the various inputs led to the formulation of two
major program thrusts:
i. i000:i increase in end-to-erd information handling
2. Life cycle cost reduction of I0:i
In the deliberations, several additional areas of technology were
identified which were too broad for inclusion in one of the major thrusts;
and to avoid loss of identi£y, these topics have been grouped under the
heading of supporting technology. The working group also identified
the extensive techr_logy development ir progress. These efforts and the
technological advances advocated by this technology working group affect
a broad spectrum of candidate objectives for future space activities.
These developments will not only demonstrate feasibility and economic
viability of quite cQmplex missions and systems hut also significantly
reduce t/lecost of accomplishing many specific objectives in space.
The technologies and flight experiments in need of development fall
into the £roups below:
i. High Data Pate Processing
2. Information Extraction & Data Compression
3. Wideband Information Transfer
4. High Density, Low Cost Storage
5. _dular Architecture
6. Manned Ineraction
7. Cammunications
14
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8. Software
9. Electronic and Modular Structure
i0. End-to-End Information Handling
ii. General Supporting Technology
The specific technology requirements and flight experiments are
shown in Tables i.I and 1.2.
15
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SYNOPSIS
SENSING AND DATA ACQUISITION
VOLUME II of Xl
I
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This docmmmt contains a brief desoripticn of tim final report of
the Sensing and Data Acquisition Panel. The objective of the panel was
to identify the Sensing and Data Acquisition technology areas that need
to be developed for future activities in space.
The total final report is contained in one volume but is separated
into two parts, Report I and Report II. Report I c_4ers the synthesis
of payloads and associated advanced technology requirements defined by
the group. Report II covers those advanced technology requirements that
did not have a sensible develmpment approach as part of a payload in
zI.
In defining payloads within the context of "user" inputs and the
Outlook for Space themes, it became apparent that multiple concepts of
payloads were needed. Sure members of the working panel saw payloads
as a ccmpcnent level evaluation. Others saw payloads as a system level
requirement, allowing the various components to interact. Still others
saw payloads as an advanced syst_n, functionally interacting with the
real env_t and performing useful measurements. The working panel
endorsed all three concepts of payloads and in doing so recognized that
NASA payloads were being defined, requiring a close pertnership between
and the "user" program offices.
The working panel output is by no means an exhaustive treatment of
the sensing and data acquisition descipline. Further expansion of the
payloads is also possible. Hc_t_ver, the payloads selected are considered
to represent an effective blend cf advanced technology thrusts, most
having multi-user impact.
S3MMARY
The Sensing and Data Acquisition Working Panel followed the basic
guidelines pruposed by C%_T for identifying the mission and _unity
driven technology requirements and candidate space experiments. The
major thrusts set out by the group ware as folluws. (I) provide a
10-fold increase in mission output through improved sensing accuracy,
resolution and spectral range by 1985_ (2) reduce informaticm system
cost by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude through extensive integration of
sensor and on-board processing technology by 1985; and, (3) provide the
capability for near real time, low cost, global surveys through multi-
purpose, all weather active/passive mi_ve systems by 1990. The
relevance of these thrusts was demonstrated by identifying various payload
experiments and through several examples of paylced/majcr thrusts rela-
ticmships. _ payloads ware the primary product of t/_ workshop and
were responsive to "user" inputs as _Ii as possible national space
themes contained in the recently completed NASA study, Outlook for Space.
Table I is a listing of the 16 Sensing and Data Acquisition. payloads
that were identified and are addressed in Report I. Table 2 lists the
advanced technology areas addressed in Report II. It is suggested that
the w_ksh_ results should be considered as the beg_ of a process
to relate advanced technology to potential shuttle payloads.
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Table 1 - SENSING AND DATA AOOUISITION PAYLOADS
ATMOSPHERIC SI/4SING PAYLOADS
- Stratospheric Trace Gas Effects
- Global Aerosols and Gases
- Laser l_m_fce Sensing of the Atmosphere
- Earth Energy Budget and Solar Irradiance Measurements
- Multiwavelength A_mosphe/ic Transmission
_ SENSING PAYIOADS
- Coastal Zone and Land Resource Management
MICIK_VE SYST_ S]_SING PAYIOADS
- ;_vanced _licrowave Kadiometer Systems
- ;_hranced lu_lar/Scatterometer Systm_
- Advanced Meteorological Radar
_IOGY DEVELOPM_%T/EVAIIIATION PAYLOADS
- Large Deployable Microwave Antennas
- Radar Calibration Syst_n
- Submillimeter Wavelength Receivers
- Earth Viewing IR Cag_xm_ent Evaluation
- Extreme Ultraviolet Astronomy
- Infra_dAstr_/Colu_m DensityM_nitor
- Infrazud As_/Advanced Technology Radiometer
Table 2 - REPO_ II _ AREAS
A. l_mote Sensing Systmms
i. Microwave and Radar
2. lasers
3. Imaging Systems
4. Padiometers and IR In_ts
5. X- and G_ma-Pay Insets
B. Fields and Particles
1. Electric Fields
2. Magnetic Fields
3. Charged Particles
C. In-Situ Prc_es
1. _I
2. Geophysical
3. Atmospheric
21
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This doc%m_mt osntains a brief description of the final report of
the Navigation, Gu/dance and Control (t_C) Panel.
The objectives of the panel _ to (i) identify technology require-
ments based on existing or anticipated user needs, and (2) identify NGC
shuttle experiments ocmplamenting these requirements. The experiments
identified ware documented and categorized as to whether they were mission
driven or opportunity driven. Further, these exT_riments __re justified
as to their need of the space envircr_ent, their cost effectiveness when
performed on the shuttle, or their requirement for user acceptance.
Following this section, a summary of the NGC final report is presented
_nich explains ._anelprocedures, NGC major thrusts, and presents rationale
for the identified experiments and experiment groupings. Finally, Table I
lists the NGC technology requirements and Table II lists shuttle payload
experin.ents and experiment groupings; Table III lists experiment categor-
ization and justification.
SJMMARY
The Navigation, Guidance and Ccmtrol (NGC) Panel collected "user"
technology requirements found in the "Outlook for Space" Document, and
inputs from user groups such as OSS, OA and GMSF. These user req_ireaents
were c_pared with technology requ_ts gene/ated prior to the Work-
shop. New technology requirements were subsequently developed and re-
visions and modifications of existing technology requirements w__re made
in light of user need_.
The user requirements were then grouped into three major thrusts.
These major thrusts provide a blanket for related tec2_nology adv_t
or improvement and support several of the NASA user offices. These
major thrusts are.
i. Red,Jcemission support cost by 50% through autnncmuus operation
by 1990!
2. Provide a ten-fold increase in mission output throt_h improved
pointing and control by 19901 and,
3. Provide a hundred-fold increase in Inznan's productivity in
space throu_ large-scale teleoperator applications by 1990.
In all, 47 tec/mology requirements were identified that support user
requ_ts. General emphases could be identified ,ruder each of the
three major thrusts. These emphases are:
ts and Systa, s
Autnnummm Spacecraft and Systems
Self-Bepairing Spacecraft Systa_s
Autnmated c_C Electronics
Long Life Time Reliability Assurance
PointingandControl
Large Array3 and Structures
In___Lme_7 nmtn_ent _inti_
Earth Orbital Pointing and Attitude Control
Precision Instrument ]_ointing for Manned Missions
24
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Teleo_rators
In-Space Cons_/uction Teckllques
Orbital _ssembly, Maintenance, Repair
Remote Controlled Manipulators
All of the technology requirements are listed in Table i.
Next, the technology requirements were reviewed to determine if _hey
could benefit from a shuttle flight experiment. A total of 15 were
identified that cuuld b_fit from a flight test. Same of the future
payload technology space tests require or are enhanced by the space
envirorment, while others benefit from a systems test, required for
user aoceptance, that can only be performed meaningfully in space. In
some cases, it appeared that one shuttle flight might be able to accom-
modate several experiments in a single flight exper_t package. Two
of these packages were identified as: ..
i. Inertial Cn_ts Test Facilit_ including low g accelercmeter
experiments and redundant strapd(_n Inertial Measurement Unit experiments; and,
2. Modular Instrument Pointin_ Test Facility including experiments
related to optical and video oorrelatcr landmark trackers and the Video
Inertial Pointing System for shuttle astronomy payloads.
The cc_plete set of shuttle payload experiments and experiment
grcl,pings are presented in Table 2. Table 3 shows each proposed experi-
ment, its basis for justification and whether it is q_x)rt,lnity-driven or
mission-driven.
2,5 _.
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Table I NGC Technology Requirements
I. Autoncmous Operation of Spacecraft
I. Iz_'Cost _vigation Independent of NASA Tracking Facilities
2. Approach Guidance frcm a Spinning Spacecraft
3. Scanning laser Radar
4. Developmea_t of l_w Cost Navigation Ccmponents
5. Autonamous Guidance and Navigation
6. Differential Very Long Baseline Interferametry (AVBI) and
I_isar Navigation
7. Oamet and Asteroid Eph_erides Improvement
8. Cometary Intercept Navigation and Guidance
9. Autcmated Spacecraft
i0. Robotic Decision Making and Planning --
ii. Robotic Scene Analysis
12. End Effector Sensors for Robot and Teleoperator Manipulators
13. Unassigned
II. Pointing and Control
A. Sensors
14. Stellar II (Star Tracker)
•15. Intensified Solid State Imaging Device
"16. Charge Injection Device for _ Light Level Imaging
17. Optical Standardization and Improved _-_be Design for Star Trackers
18. Stray-Light Rejection
19. High Resolution Long Life Inertial Reference Unit
•20. _yogenic Gyroscopes for Space and Aircraft Navigation
21. Continued Development of DigitaJ Rebalance Electronics for Dry
Tuned Rotor Gyros
22. High Resolution Attitude Sensor
23. Low g Accelercmeter Evaluation Facility
24. Rate Gyro Package
25. Redundant Strapdcwn Laser Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) For
Space _tissions
26. Optical Correlator landmark Tracker
27. Video Correlator Landmark Tracker
•28. Optical Inertial Reference
29. Unassigned.
B. Systems and Camponents
30. }_zd Lander Control System for Airless Planets
31. Video Inertial Pointing System for Shuttle Astronamy Payload
32. Attitude Control of Flexible Spacecraft Configurations
33. Figure Control of Large Deformable Structures
34. High Accuracy Instmare_t Pointing System for Flexible Body
Spacecraft
35. Spacecraft Surface Force Control (SURFCON) and Attitude Control
system
36. Radiation Attitude Control for Extended Life Planetary _lissions
*37. Fluid Mamentum Generator
38. Measurement and Control of Long Baseline Structures
39. Magnetic l_rge Array Assembly and Shape Management
40. Unassigned
26
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III. Teleoperators
41. Space Teleoperator Technology
42. Supervisory Control of Remote Manipulators
43. Satellite Servicing
44. _/iti Purpose Panel
45. f_d Effectors and Sensors
46. Teleoperator Controllers
47. Wrist Mechanisms
48. Miniature 'IVCamera
49. LinageEnhancement
50. Video Signal C_unications
* Referred to other worhing groups ---
27
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Table 2 Shuttle Payload Experiments ar_ Experiment Groupings
Ma_or Thrust REDUCE MISSION SUPPOR_ COST BY 50% THROUGH _S
OPERATION BY 1990
Experiments: I. Low Cost Navigation Independent of NASA Tracking
Facilities
2. Scanning Laser Radar (SLR)
Ma_cr Thrust PROVIDE A T_2_-FOLD INCRFASE IN MISSION OUTPUT THROUGH
IMPROVED POINTING AND CONTROL BY 1990
Experiment Groupings:
Title: I. Modular Instrt_ant Pointing Technology Laboratory
(MIPTL) Individual Experiments: --
a. Optical Correlator Landmark Tracker
b. Video Correlator Landmark Tracker
c. Video Inertial Pointing System for Shuttle
Astroncmy Payloads
Title: 2. Inertial Ccmponents Flight Test Facility
Individual Experiments:
a. Low Gravity Accelercmeter Testing
b. Redundant Strapdown Laser Inertial Meant Unit
for Space Missions
OtherExperi_nts:
3. Stray Light Rejection Testing
4. Attitude Control of a Flexible Structure
5. Figure Control of Large Deformable Structures
6. Free Flying Interferureter
Ma_or Thrust PROVIDE A HUNDRED-FOLD INCREASE IN HUMANS PRODUCTIVITY
IN SPACE THROUGH IARf_-SCALE TELEOPERATOR APPLICATION
BY 1990
E_eriments: i. Teleoperator Orbiter Bay Experiments (TOBE)
2. Earth Orbital Teleoperator System (EOTS)
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This document contains a brief description of the final report of the
Power Working Group (FAG).
The objective of the Workshop as understood by the PWG was to identify,
for the consideration of CI_STmanagement, three specific areas of space
technology for possible pursuit. The technology areas are listed below,
with special emphasis to be placed on Item I.
i. Shuttle Payloads--technology experiments which might make
use of the capabilities of the Space Transport Syst_n.
2. Mission Driven Technology--technology needed to accomplish
the missions in the '73 Mission Model, or technology which if suitably -
developed would offer significant improvements over the level of tech-
nology currently in use.
3. Opportunity Driven Technology--technology needed to support
potential space opportunities of the future as identified by users.
The technologies listed are compilations of inputs from various
sources. They are not a reo_ed listing nor is any priority to be
inferred. Further, they are probably not a comprehensive list. The
three technology areas listed above are treated separately in Volumes I,
II and III.
The approach taken by the PWG took the following chronology:
Assemblage of input materials and data
Subdivision of power systens into subsystems and assignments of
members to each subsystem
Generation of technology areas by subsyst_ns
Review of technology areas by entire PWG
Drawing of conclusions
Preparation of presentation to management and final report
SUMMARY
Within the guidelines proposed by OAST, the Power Working Group (PWG)
established the objectives of identifying the technology requirements for
three basic areas of space technology: Shuttle Payloads, Mission Driven
Technology and Opportunity Driven Technology. Each of these three areas
was further subdivided and considered according to the following outline of
Space Power System Elements:
(I) Ene_ Sources and Conversion _. Solar Photmvoltaics, B. Solar
and Nuclear Thermal Electric, C. Chemical Conversion, D. Ambient Field Trapping)I
(II) Power Processing, Distributia_, Conversion and Transmissionl and
(III) Storage. Tables I and II contain a more detailed breakdown of this
outline and Figure 1 presents a pictorial of this subdivision of Space Power
System Elements. Various techDmlogy areas have been suggested for OAST
consideration. These are ccm_gilation of inputs from various sources and
have been discussed in detail in the report. The main conclusions reached
by t/_ PWG are as follows. (I) p_r system technology currently available
is adequate to accc_lish all misslons in the 1973 Mission Model; (2) Ira-
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proved Power Systems technology can provide significant benefits in opera-
tional capabilities and costs, even for the 1973 Mission Model (sixteen
such areas have been identified); (3) Major adv_ts in Power Systems
technology must be made if the Outlook for Space and other advanced user
plans are co be acocm_lished; (4) A vigorous space experiment _rogram is
needed to achieve t/_eseaccamplis_m_nts. Specifically, 23 space experiments
have been identified.
Table III lists the 23 Shuttle Payloads which are addressed in Volume
I of the final report. Table IV lists the 16 Mission Driven Technology
P_quirements which are addressed in Volume II of the final report. Table
V lists %/_ 19 Opportunity Drivems which are addressed in Volume III of
the final report.
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Table I Detailed Outline of Space Power System Elements
I. Energy Sources and Conve_vtcrs
A. Solar Photuvoltaic
i. lrVSA
2. Solar C_icentrators
3. Plasma Interactions with HV Surfaces
4. Large Scale Array
5. Array Deployment and Dynamics
6. Qualification of Cells
7. Achieving High Efficiency
8. Shsttle Calibration Facility
9. Tethered Array
I0. Polar Transfer
ii. Advanced Ccr_epts
A. E_Y.S
B. Solar and hhElear Thermal Electric
i. Solar Concentrators
2. Braytcn Cycle
3. PenkineCycle
4. Stirling Cycle
5. Thermionic
6. Thermoelectric
7. Dielectric
8. t_D
9.
i0. Reactors
C. Chemical Conversion
i. Dynamic Conversion
2. Primary Fuel Cells
3. Primary Batteries
D. Ambient Field Trapping
II. Power Processing, Distribution, Conversion and Transmission
A. Processing
B. Conversion
Laser Photovoltaic
C. Distribution
D. Transntission
i. Microwave
2. Laser
III. Storage
A. Mechanical
B. Tl_.rmal
C. Chemical
Regenerative Fuel Cells
D. Electrochemical
34
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Table III Shuttle Payloads Included in Volume I
I. Energy Sources & Conversion
A. Solar Photovoltair
i. Deployment, Retraction and Dynamics of Lightweight Structures
for Solar Cell Arrays
2. Demonstration of }LighVoltage Solar Cell Array and High Voltage
Pa__r 5kmagement for SEPS
3. SSPS Technology Testing and Demonstration Experiments
4. Meant of Solar Radiation Intensity and Spectral Distribution
5. Envircrm_ntal Tests of Advanced Solar Cells
6. Environmental Tests of Materials for Advanced Solar Cell Arrays
7. Liquid Metal Slip Ring Experiment --
8. Exte;_led Env_tal Testing of Solar Array Mechanisms and Materials
9. In Space Assembly of High Power Transfer Devices
i0. Envircrmental %_sts of Advanced Solar Cell Modules and Subarrays
B. Solar and Nuclear Thermo Electric
i. De_onstxate Emergency Cooling System in Zero-Gravity for Brayton
Is_u_e Powersyst_
2. D_,onstraticm of Brayton Isotope Power in Pointing Experiment
for large Concentrators
3. Scalable, Free Flying Facility for Testing of High Power *Density
_ts
4. Demonstration of a 500 KWe Solar Brayton Space Power System
for Transmitting Electric Power to Earth
5. J_traticn of a 100 KWe Nuclear Space Power Systen
(Braytcn-Thermionic) for Electric _ or Propulsion
C. Energy Conversion - Chemical
i. RadioFrequency_ss QuantityGauging
II. Power Processing, Distribution, Conversion & Tranmnission
i. Unattended Utility Power Station
2. S_mxB
3. s_c
4. Flight Demonstration of Pc__r System Compcments Cooled by
Integral Heat Pipes
5. Sh_S Prime Propulsion Denonstration
III. Storage
]. Silver-Zinc Cell Experiment
2. }Ligh Energy Density Battery Experiment
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Table IV _ission Driven Technology P_quirements Included in Volume II
I. Energy Sources and Conversion
A. Solar Photcvoltaic
I. Solar Cell Array for Electric Propulsion
2. High Efficiency, low Cost, Radiation Resistant, Light-Weight,
Silical Solar Cells
3. Power Transfer Across Rotating Joints
4. High Temperature, High Efficiency, Radiation Resistant
III-V Compound Solar Cells
B. Solar and %_ermo Electric
None
C. Chemical Conversion
I. Hydrogen/C0qgen Fuel Cell Module for 9g
2. RadioFrequencyMass QuantityGauging
II. Pcw_r Processing, Distribution, Conversion and Transmission
I. Spacecraft Charging and High Voltage Interactions with Plasma
2. Unattended Utility Power Station
3. Automated Power Systems Management
4. Solar Array Po__r Generation and Management, HVSA
5. _hano_ po_r Processing/_onitoringSyst_
6. Multi KW, High Voltage Power Processor _ Distribution Syst_n
for Special Applications
7. Self-Aligning Multipin Low/High Voltage Electrical Connector Assembly
III. Storage
1. Ni-Cd Secondary Battery System for LST
2. Ni-H2 Energy Storage Systan for Low Earth Orbit, Imng Life Payloads,
3. High Energy Density Batteries
Table V Opportunity Drivers Included in Vohme III
I. Energy Sources and Conversion
A. Solar Photovoltaic
I. Solar cell array for SSPS
2. High Efficiency, Radiation Resistant, High Temperature, Light-
_might Solar Cells
3o Multi-junction, Edge-Illuminated Silicon Solar Cell
4° High Efficiency, Low Cost, Radiation Resistant EI_c
Wave Energy Generator(I_)
B. Solar and NuclearThermoElectric
i. _olar Om_entratars for High Temperature Energy Conversion to
Electric
37
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2. Nuclear Electric Pawer for Propulsion or Large Pc__r Uses
3. Extra-Terrestrial Brayton Energy Conversion (Solar &
Nuclear Heat Sources)
4. Extra-Terrestrial Stirling Energy Conversion (Solar &
Nuclear l_at Sources)
5. High Performance Thermionic Conversion
6. Solar Dielectric Power Conversion
7. Nuclear Thermoelectric Pawer Systems
C. Chemical Conversion
I. Dielectric Film Stack Cryogenic Tank Insulation
2. Advanced Fuel Cell Technology
II. Power Processing, Distribution, Conversion and Transmission
i. Pc_er Processing and Distribution Systems for Gigawatt
Class Power Systems
2. Higher Bus Voltage P(m__rProcessor and Distribution System
Technology
3. Laser Energy Photovoltaic Converter
4. Ultra High Power Energy Conversion and Transmission Syst_n
Technology
III. Storage
i. large Ni-Cd Batteries for Space Station Application
2. Use of Flywheels for Mechanical Storage of Energy
38
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INTR3DUC_ION
The Propulsion Technology Working Panel Report has been divided into
two parts. Part I has _ized the Panel's effort to identify and classi-
fy appropriate advanced technology requirements which are consistent with
the needs described by t_ Technology User Oroup and of the Outlook for
Space Study. Part II has summarized the experimental aspects of that
technology _lich might be advantageously carried out in near-earth space
using the Shuttle Orbiter, its payload bay, the Spacelab and/or same
free flying device that might be used for long-duration testing.
The major goal for propulsion technology Ms to reduce space
transport costs in order to facilitate all the goals of the space program.
The central point of the Panel's effort was the Table of Advanced
Technology Requirements which summarizes the propulsion technologies
considered during the Workshop, along with the technology driver (either a
specific type of mission or a new technology opportunity). In addition,
the Table has catagorized each technology according to its state of
readiness as well as its relationship to the major thrusts identified by
the Panel.
_ARY
Three major cost reduction thrusts _ere developed as directions
for advanced propulsion technology development. They are:
I. Reduce cost of transport from earth to law earth orbit from
5o0$/kgto5OS/kg;
2. Reduce cost of transport from earth to geosynchronous
orbit from $3000/kg to 500 $/kg.
3. Reduce cos_ of transport fram earth to the outer reaches of
the planet from 3x10v $/kg to 3000 $/kg.
The relative importance of each of the three thrusts depends to a
large extent on the specific missions ultimately given priority by NASA.
Consequently, the group has identified technology areas according to the
type mission which would drive research in that area. The present state
of developmem.t of the particular technology has been assessed and it has
been identified wit/_ at least one of the three major thrusts. The accom-
panying Table of Advanced Technology Requirements represents a summary of
the findings of the Propulsion Technology Working. Group.
Code Current Status Readiness Date
A In Use Prior to 1975
B Near Term 1975-1985
C Far Term 1985-2000
D Conceptual Post 2000
Candidate payload experiments w__re also identified which could be
advantageously carried out in near-earth space using the Shuttle Orbiter,
its payload bay, the Spacelab and/or same free-flying device that might
be used for long duration t_.sting. The nineteen experiments identified
ware grouped in three categories according to the principal rationale for
carrying out experiments in space.
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I. The special characteristics of the space enviro_t makes
testing from the Shuttle Orbiter and its related equipment the only,
or most reasonable, approach for obtaining data.
II. Testing in space is expected to be more cost-effective than
carrying out similar tests on earth.
III. Tests in near-earth space provide a very close approximaticm
to the conditions to be encountered by operating systems and as such
may reveal unforseen problems of operations in space or may otherwise
provide risk reduction for the hardware design. In this way, space
testing will aid in giving user acceptance of a new technology. The
a_ying Table of Advanced Technology Requirements _izes the
propulsion technologies considered by the Panel.
TABLE OF AIArANCED TECHIXDI/3GYREQUIREMENTS
Technology (2) Major (3)
Technology (i) Readiness Thrusts
I. Chemical Propulsion Teclmoloqy Driver Code Code
A. Stable
a. F2_2H4S/C Propulsion Subsystem M4, 5 B (b)
b. Long-Life llydrazine MI, 4, 5 A (b)
c. Long-Life Earth Storable Propellant _tl, 4, 5 A (b)
d. Adv. Launch Vehicle Engines t%2 C (a)
using High-l__nsity Fuel and Oxidizer
e. Adv. Launch Vehicle Engines _L2 C (a)
using H /O Propellants
f. Densification of Cryogens by M2 B (a),(b)
usc of Slush or '1'riplePoint Fluid
g. IIigh Pc I{2/O2 Upper Stage Engine _%2, 3, 4 B (b)
h. Tan}: Head - Idle and Extendable _3, 4 B (b)
Nozzle for Low-to _derate Chamber
Pressure II2/O2 Space Lngine
i. _,%%11I12/O2 _in And Auxiliary MI, 4 C (b),(c)
Propulsion Sy stems
j. High Perf. liigh Density Space M2, 3, 5 C (b)
Engines (including dual fuel
alternatives to I{2/O2)
k. Inw Cost Licg_idBooster Engines t_ C (a)
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Technology (2) Major (3)
Technology (I) Readiness Thrusts
Driver Code Code
i. High Performance Cryogenic MI, 3, 4, 5 A (a),(b)
Insulation for Reusable Spacecraft
m. Insulation for }_usable }I2 Tanks M2 B (a),(b)
for Advanced Boosters
n. High Temperature and High MI, 2, 3, 4 C
Strength to Weight Ratio Materials
for Propulsion System Components
o. High Perfo_ Structures for _ C (a)
Large Launch Vehicles (Submitted
to Structures Technology Group)
p. llighPerf_ Structures for _%2 C (a)
Large Launch Vehicles (Submitted
to Structures Technology Group)
q. Composite Engines Technology _ C (a)
(2) Solid
a. Low Cost Solid Rocket Booster _t2 C (a)
b. IIighPexf_ Solid Frick M3, 4 B (b)
c. High Performance Space Solid _tors M4, 5 B (b)
B. M_tastable States of _tter O D (b),(c)
C. Utilization of Indigenous Materials O C (b),(c)
for Pro_/ision
D. Detonation Propulsion _, 6 C (b),(c)
II. Nuclear Proph,lsion Technology
A. Fission
(1) N_
a. Nuclear Electric Propulsion _I, 3, 4 C (c)
Power Plant
I.) Metallic-Fluid Heat Pipes MI, 3, 4 C _c)
(Submitted to Thermal
Technology Group)
2.) Migh-Perfcrmance Them%ionic _, 3, 4 C (c)
Conversion (Submitted to Power
Technology Group)
b. }ligh-Pc_.r Electrostatic Thrust M1, 3, 4 C (c)
s_mys_m
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Technology (2) Major (3)
Technology (i) Readiness Thrusts
Driver Code Code
c. MPD Thrust Subsystem Technology M3 D (c)
(2) Direct Heati_
a. Solid Core Nuclear Rocket O D
Technology
b. Fluid Core Nuclear Technology O D (c)
c. High Temperature Plasma Core O D (c)
Reactor Fluid Mechanics
(Submitted to Basic Research Technology Group) --
B. Fusion
f_clear Fusion Propulsion O D (c)
Technology
C. Radioisot_s
Combined Radioisotope Thermo- MI, 4 B -----
electric Propulsion Module
III. Collected Energy Technolo_ for Propulsion
A. Coherent _ (Lasert Microwave)
1.) laser Heating of Propellants O D (b)
2.) Laser and 5_crowave Electric O D (b)
Provision
B..Solar Electroma_etic L_er_
i.) Electric (P_ltaic, Dielectric
Concentrator/Heat Engine/Generator )
a. Auxiliary Electric Propulsion f_l B ---
With Hg Bombardment Thruster
b. Solar Electric Primary MI, 3, 4 B (b),(c)
Propulsion Thrust Subsyst_n
c. Electric Propulsion with Low- MI, 3 B (b),(c)
_lecular Weight Propellants
2.) Solar Concentrator/Thermal Heating
Solar Heated H2 Propulsion _3 C (b)
3.) Solar Sails (Submitted to Structures M4 C ----
Technology Group)
45
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i.) TeclmologyDriverCode
M - Mission Driven Technology
I. On-orbit operations
2. Earth to low Earth orbit (LDO)
3. LEO to geosynchronous orbit or escape velocity
4. Interplanetary transport
5. Extraterrestrial landing, takeoff
O - Opportunity Driven Technology
2.) Technolc_21 Readiness Code
A. In use (Pre-1975)
B. Near term (1975-1985)
C. Far term (1985-2000)
D. Conceptual (post 2000)
3.) Ma_or _]rusts Code - Reduce Space Transport Costs for:
a. Earth to LEO from 500 $/kg to 50 $/kg
b. Earth to GSO orescape from 3000 $/kg to 500 $/kg
c. Earth to Outer Reaches of the Solar System from 3,000,000 $/kg to
3000 $/kg
The ac_ying table of Cm_idate S_ce _perimental Payloads
summarize t/_ suggested propulsion experimsnts.
TABLE OF CANDIL_a-_ SPACE EXPERIMENTAL PAYLOADS
Space Payload Justification Categories
I. Space Environment Essential
II. Space Experiment Most Cost Effective
III. SI_¢2 Demonstration to Reduce Risk
Justification
No. Title Category
E1 Spacecraft Charing and High Voltage Interactions I
with Plasma (submitted to Power Technology C_oup)
E2 Flight Test n¢ _n Bombardment Thruster I
E3 High Temperature Plasma Core Reactor Fluid Mechnics I
(low-g) (submitted to Basic Research Technology Group)
E4 Vibration Test of Solid Rocket Motors I
46
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Justification
No___/_. Titl_____e Category
E5 The Storage Supply and Transfer of Cryogenic Fluids in I
Space (submitted to Thermal Control Group)
E6 Propellant Management Device Design Parameters at zero-g I
E7 Tl_uster induced Back Contanination I
E8 Supercritical Ccmbustion Y_asurements in zero-g I
E9 Pulse Characteristics of Small Thrusters i
El0 Flight Test of Composite Engine I
Ell Deployment/Assembly and Control of Large Space Propulsion I --.
Energy Sources (Solar Sails, Solar Energy Concentrators,
Solar Photovoltaic Panels)
El2 Sublimation Properties of Solidified Propellants I
El3 Flight Test of SE_ Thrust Subsystem II, I
El4 Flight Test of Low Molecular Weight Propellant II
Bombardment Thruster
El5 Space Storability of Solid Pocket Motors II, III
El6 Measurement of Solid Rocket Motor Thrust Alignment III
El7 Final Qualification Test of N2H 4 Resistojet III
El8 Final Qualification of F2/N2H 4 Propulsion System III
El9 Final Qualification Test of Cesium Ion Engine III
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INTNODUCPION
This document contains a brief description of the final report of the
Structure and Dynamics Technology Panel. The prime objective of the
panel was to identify the structures and dynamics technology areas that
need to be developed in order to carry out future activities in space.
The areas w_re identified as Mission Driven or Opportunity Driven. Also
identified were areas where utilization of the STS for experimentation
in space could significantly enhance the development of the technology.
The technology areas identified correspond to the titles of the
sections following t/_e_. Each section includes a page describing
the objectives of the technology area, the scope, justification, and
approach. In each section also are technology requirement forms and
future testing and development requirement forms.
_Y
m
The procedure used to define the structural requ_/6m_nts, technology
needs and payloads is shown schematically in Figure i. The objectives
and missions in the OFS study were examined and critical missions re-
quiring structures and dynamics technology determined. The 1973 Mission
_el was used to provide additional input. Once the critical missions
_ere known, the structural requirements for these missions _ere identi-
fied. Other technology panels and users %_re then consulted to determine
if any critical missions or structural requirements were cmitted.
Technology areas, technical tasks, ground evaluation and payload defini-
tion were then defined for each structural requirement.
The working group also examined present and fu_/re research developed
along disciplinary lines and forecast those technology improv_nts that
could provide opportunities to either perform missions now impossible or
more efficiently. Technology areas that meet this criteria were referred
to as Opportunity Driven technology.
The principal tec!ulology driver for most Fissions and objectives
was found to be Large Area Space Structures (LASS). Three categories of
IASS were identified: antennas, solar array structures and platforms.
Figure 2 shows examples of these. One of the largest structures required
is a solar array for a solar power station whole total area is 50 square
kilometers. In addition to large area structures, several missior_ z L-
quired a long, slender stz_icture or bc.m. This type of structure would
be used either to support large objects from t/_eshuttle or hold two bodies
apart in space. Astroncmy (OSS) has the most stringent requirement for
such a structure; t/%emaintaining of two bodies i00 - i000 meters apart
with an accuracy of one centimeter and a knowledge of their posit/on to
te_ microns.
The Opportunity Driven technology needs consisted of advanced com-
posite structure including mini_an gage concepts and high temperature
ccmponents, load and response determination and c_%trol, and reliability
and life predictor. Advanced composites are needed by future space
transportation systems and payloads for cost-effective weight reductions.
Due to the high cost and weight sensitivities of spacecraft, accurate
and reliable life prediction are mandatory.
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The principal conclusion of the Structure and Dyr_mics Technology
panels was that the most critical structural requirement for the achieve-
ment of the important objective of OFS is the t/n_ly development of
large erectable space structures. Three major thrusts needed to accom-
plish this task were defined.
i. Develop and verify erectable structures technology
for large (i kin) space structures by 1985.
2. Develop composites technology to provide a weight
savings of 30% to 50% in LASS.
3. Experiments to verify erection techniques for
large _ructures in orbit. I
the IASS technology needs wzre divided into six general categories:
(I) For the short term, large aperture deployable antenna structures
have to be developed. This technology will be applicable to currently
planned mission in which relatively small size structures are required.
For large structures, erectable ccmcepts are needed. In order to provide
the technology for erectable structures, efforts in several technology
areas must be initiated.
(2) Erectable structures concepts must be defined. This includes:
the development of basic structural elements or building blocks that can
be efficiently packaged into the Shuttle blocks that can be efficiently
packaged into the Shuttle bay! determination of the configurations that
result in the most effective assembly of the building blocks; and develop-
ment of methods of assembly and fabrication in space.
(3) Techniques for actively controlling and stiffening the
structure n_st be developed to achieve the high precision needed for
effective use.of _tenna structures.
(4) Thermal distortion free structural concepts must be developed
thrcugh the use of materials, designs, fabrication, and control techniques
that will achieve structural assemblies that are dimensionally insensi-
tive to change in the thermal environment.
(5) The feasibility of integrated _ystems concepts in which component
elements of the structure and system perform multi-disciplinary functions
of structure, thermal control and electrical conduction must be evaluated.
(6) Improved a_mlytical procedures have to be developed that will
permit the integration of all subsystem analyses so that interactions
between subsystems can be accurately evaluated and trade-off studies can
be
The payload description of the LASS of necessity is general in content.
The technologies are entirely new so that a ccmsiderable amount of struc-
tural system studies, analyses and gruund tests are needed to define the
limits of technologies, the specific configurations of interest, and
verification tests required.
The following in-space tests are essential to deve_ technology
to meet the needs for future space activities.
I. Large aperture deployable antenna structure demonstration.
2. Prototype large space structural elemmnt
3. Large erectable space structure - system development test
4. Actively controlled/stiffened structure feasibility test
Other importanttests are..
5. Thermal distzEtion-free structures demonsEration
6, High-_ature Polyimide Cx_pceite Shuttle Flight Experiment
7. High-TemperattL_e Metal Matrix Composite Shuttle Flight Experiment
8. _ slenderspacestructure
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9. Space application of non-destructive evaluation
10. In-epaoe develqm_mt of inspection process
II. Shuttle bay dynanic evircr_ent _masurement
12. Shuttle orbiter load alleviation experiment
52
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The _terials areas as defined by this workshop is that which is
pertinent to mission mKl flight experiment requirements for Structures,
and Propulsian. Technology and flight experiment needs in other
areas such as Tl__rmal Control, Electronics, Entry Technology and Life
Support are included in tl_se sections.
_,IISSIONDRIVEN MATEPJALS TEC}_OLOGY
_st _terials Teclmology Requir_s_nts have been classified as mission-
drivem because, fram a materials viewpoint, a mission demand can be defined
in every case even for those cases for which the applications technology
does not recognize the benefits. It is obvious that a large majority of
applications devolve into materials problems. An equivalent statment may
be that an important function of the materials ccnm_/nity is to define the
limits of performance of materials. These limitations are based, at any
particular time, on t/leproperties of the material of interest and a know-
ledge of development potential both in properties and other factors such as
cost and availability. Alternate materials and their potential improvements
are a]so a factor.
The l,_terials Teclmology Requires_nts have been classified in t%D
ways. First, the separation has been according to materials c_ass; namely,
Metals, Ceramics, Polymers, and Ccmposites. The polymer classification
also includes organlc cc_s research and development in areas such as
lubricants and organic super-conductors. The second £rrouping, within each
of the _xgve classifications consists of Development, Characterization,
r&_nufacturing and Basic Research. The compilation of Technology Require-
ments in this section is in accord with the above classification. Each
requ_t is further identified with key words that indicate reference
to Structures, Power and Propulsion as _ii as to ot]lerpertinent areas.
Development is defined for the purpose of this report as the improve-
ment of ha_m materials and the synthesis of new materials using kn(m_
phenomena and techniques. Characterization is the accua_lation of property
and envirorm_ntal data necessary to predict whether a developed, available
:_ material will fulfill a certain mission requirement and whether it can be
used with confidemce by designers. 5_nufacturing refers to the process
tecnniques which are required to produce a material in a form which is
useful in a ndssion.
Topics in tl_ Basic Research area resulted fram considerations of two
kinds. One was the recognizable needs for basic understanding that stem
frcm the devel_ts and applications t/rotare foreseen for particular
materials, e.g., ccmposites and catalysts. The second consideration was the
recognizable needs for advancement of understanding in the various areas
o_ Jolid state physics, physical chemistry and ot/_ers that directly per-
tain to materials development and applications. Exanples are diffusion in
alloys and the physics and che_i stry of surfaces.
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OPPONE'UNITY DRIVEN MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY
Space processing of materials has been taken to be opportunity driven.
It is designed to satisfy one of several requirements:
i) To supply data unobtainable on the ground
2) To run d_ronstrations for design putTx)ses
3) To manufacture materials under conditions %m_obtainable on the ground
4) To manufacture or process materials in space for s1_ce use
(possibly in the future from new materials obtained in space)
The ability to operate effectively in the low gravity environment of
near eart/1 orbit ins provided a unique opportunity to do new materials
research. The low gravity aspect of the environment in particular has
excited interest in a .hostof new materials possibilities such as:
containerless solidification and l_ndling (levitation) for materials
_ose development on eart/1]-_vebeen limited by reaction with containers, _
dyes, and molds; reduced convection in liquids leading to better control
of the solidifying interface; and mixing of otherwise immiscible materials
because of t/_ elimination of density driven stratification. Research in
the low gravity envirorm_ent will lead to a better understanding of basic
materials phencr_na which are currently thought to limit earth-bound
processing. It will also lead to manufacturing in space where the economic
trade-off with transportation and energy requirements permit.
Studies on n_terials processing in space have been going on for several
years. This work Ins been supported by t/_eOffice of Applications in NASA,
but much of t/_eempl_sis Iresbeen on capitalizing on current flight oppor-
tunities and rapid pay-off. These flight experiments have indicated that
more extensive ground based preparations and several iterative flight
and ground experiments are needed to understand the problems involved in
order to achieve the expected results. At this junctl/re, OAST needs to
become involved in planning and directing the longer range development
program on a larger _ale.
Materials processing in space is divided into three areas: (a) devel-
opment of commercially desired products needed in the industrial market
(such as improved semi-conductors), (b) exploitation of the envirorment
in performing basic research to in,rove the understanding of materials
phenomena (such as solidification) which have a more distant pay-off, and
(c) manufacturing and assembly in space to support missions such as solar
energy stations which require the forming, erection, joining and repair
of structures in space. Area A will continue to be supported by the Office
of Applications. Tasks in areas B and C are proposed in the final report
Volume VII, Materials Technology Panel Report.
OONTENT OF THE BODY OF %_ MATERIALS
WORKING PANEl,POTION OF THE REPO_
The Space _t_terials Tec_mology Requirements identified by _he working
pa_l are attached. These have been divided into several categories. A
narrative description was proposed on all itmms identified. A total of 52
items were included, broken into Mission Driven (48 requirements) and Oppor-
ttmity Driven (4 requirements). In addition, those it_ns for which a flight
experiment was proposed were included again. A total of 27 candidate flight
exper_ts were proposed. The need to index the topics was addressed as
follows. A list of the titles of each Parrative is attached. Fttrther, a
number has been assigned to each narrative and index and a cross index has
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been prepared on the basis of a discipline matrix and of a discipline/
applic_ _ic_,matrix.
SPACE _TEtLIALS T_{NOI/3GY REQUII_.._TS
Mission Driven
Materials with High Tl__rmal Conductivity and High Strength or High Temperatures
for Rocket _tor Nozzles
Higher Temperature Superconducting Materials
Lunar Extractive Metallurgy
Environmental Interactions - ;_eteoroids and Radiation
Refractory Alloys
Fracture Toughness/Strength Optimization of High Strength Structural Alloy Systems
Utilization of Magnesium , Beryllium and Beryllium-Aluminum Alloys in
Advanced Space Structures
Low Cycle Thermal Fatigue of Superalloys
Fatigue, Fracture and Life Prediction of Metallic Structures Exposed to
Chemical Enviro_nts
NDT/NDE - Earth and Space
Development of Elastic-Plastic Failure Criteria
Solar Cell Solder Connections with k_tended Life During Thermal Cycling in Orbit
Joining _tals in Space
Basic Studies of Electrcmigration in Metals and Alloys
Theoretical Studies of Diffusion in Alloys
Basic Studies in Catalysis
Basic Studies of I,_cl_nisms of Hydrogen Fmbrittlement
Basic Studies of New Concepts for Solar Cells
Solid State Diffusion Studies in Space
Experimental Studies of Diffusion Ln Alloys
Phase Diagram Studies in Space
Measurement of Vapor Pressure of Corrosive Materials
High T_erature Insulations
Structural Ceramics
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iCeramic Fibers for Composites
large Area Polymer Films for Space Applications
Adhesive Bonding of Large, .Erectable Structures in Space
Long Life Polymeric Protective Coatings for Space ;q_plications
Long Life Adhesives for Since Applications
High Temperature, High Tl_rmal Conductivity Polymeric Materials
Improved Electrical Conductivity Polymeric Materials
Retention of Liquid Lubricants "in Place" Under Dynamic Conditions
Retention of Liquid Lubricants by Passive _ans Under Passive Conditions
Effects of the Space Environment on the Properties of Specific Polymeric
Materials
Space Repair of Polymers in Electronic Assemblies
Basic Studies of the Relation Be_t _Dlecular Structure and Mechanical
Behavior of Polymers
Basic Studies of Polymer 5_atrix Composite Structure Behavior
Basic Studies in Electrochemistry
Physics and Chemistry of Organic Superconductors
Composite Materials wit/lLow Coefficients of Thermal Expansion
Standardization of Composite _._terials Processing and Testing
Effect of Long Duration Space Exposure on Properties of Composite Materials
Characterization of Damage Mechanisms Associated with Failure and Degradation
of Composite Materials
Manufacturing of Composite _terials in Space
Development of Joining, Inspection and Repair _ethods for Erectable Structures
in Space
Basic Solid State Physics of _tal Matrix Composites
Studies of Creep and _'racture Mecl_nisns in Ccmposites
Sub Total 48
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SPACE MATERIALS T_mNOU3GY RDQUIR_m_S
Opportunity Driven
Development of Directicnally Solidified Eutectic Compounds in Space
Containerless Casting and Shaping Reactive Metals in Space
Fabrication and Assembly of Materials for large Structures in Space
SpaceProcessingof Ceramicsand Glass
Sub Total 4
The in-space e_perLments considered crucial for future needs and
developments are listed below:
I. Develop Directianally Solidified Eutectic Cc_s in Space
2. Processing and Use of Chemically-Active Metals in Space
3. Containerless Castin_ ana Shaping of Reactive Metals in Space
4. Fabrication, Assembly and Joining of _&ztr_rialsfor Large Space Structures
5. Refractory _tal Heat Pipes
6. Solid-Solid _tal Embrittlement in the Space Environment
7. Influence of Long Term Space Exposure on Localized Plasticity in 5_tals
8. NDT/_DE - Earth and Space
9. Refractory [_tal Contar,dnaticn
i0. Light [_tal Alloys - Long Time, Low Earth Orbit Exposure on Mechanical
Stability
ii. Joining Metals in Sl_ce
12. Solar Cell Solder Connectia_s with Extended Life During Thermal Cycling
in Orbit
13. Solid State Diffusion Studies
14. 'Tigh Temperature Vaporization Studies of Corrosive _mlten Salts
15. Phase Diagram Studies at Ix_ Pressure and Zero-G
16. Space Processing of Ceramics and Glass
17. Long Life Polymeric Protective Coatings for Space _plications
18. Long Life A_esives for Space Applications/Solar Cells, _.rmal Tapes,
Honeycamb, etc..
19. High Temperature, High Thermal Conductivity of Polymers for Space Applications
6O
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20. Effects of the Space Environment on t/_ Properties of Specific Polymers
21. Improved Electrical Cc _uctivity of Polymers for Space Application
22. Retention of Lic_id Lubricants by Passive _ans in The Space Envirorm_ent
Under Passive Conditions
23. Retention of Liquid Lubricants "in Place" Under Dynamic Condi_iens
Using Barrier Films and Labyrinth Seals
24. Space Repair of Polymers in Electronic Assemblies
25. Long Term Space Exposure of Ca_posite Materials
26. Effects of Space Environment Effects on Fatigue and Fracture of
Advanced Filamentary Ccmposite Structural Materials
27. Adhesive Bonding of Large Fxectable Structures in Space
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INTRDDUCTION
The technology recommendations in Volume VIII of the final report were devel-
oped during the two-week NASA/OAST 1975 Summer Workshop, based on the back-
ground information provided and the expertise of the working group members.
The supporting text and technology descriptions are intended to contain suffic-
ient information to permit assessment as required.
In Voltune VIII the technology requirements (Section II) are not intended
to be a complete listing, and the relative scope of Sections II and III
(flight experiments) should not be construed to indicate the relative impor-
tance of ground based technology versus space experiments. Identification of
technology requirememts was an essential and accomplished step in defining
meaningful space experiments. Since the primary objective of the Workshop
was the identification of space experiments, priority was given to their doc-
umentation for the final report. -
For the purposes of dealing with the total of thermal control technology,
several technology categories _ere identified. These categories included both
the requirements as ell as specific tools or means to meet these requirements.
The sect,pricehas no relation to relative importance, but merely provided a
convenient means of organization.
In defining flight experi,,ents, t/_eprimary criterion was the need for
space (i.e., ic_-g, vacut_, etc_ ). The question of relative cost of space
vs. ground testing could not be addressed due to the constraLnts of time.
Some technology items not included in the report may became candidates for
space experiment if cost effectiveness can be shown.
The working panel undertook to define its scope, starting with the
Outlook for Space (OFS). Thermal control has been defined by OFS as Manage-
ment of _vmtter (maintenance of state). During t/_ initial establishment of
an approach, some technolDgy items were not clearly identified. These in-
cluded contamination, radiation and micrometeorites. The contact of
pressurized fluids dealt only with thermal control materials (cryogens and
phase change materials) aspects of t/_eproblem. In the area of contamination,
the working panel considered only tl_eeffects of contamination on t/_eprop-
erties of thermal surfaces and same of the effects of temperature profile
on contaminant transport.
Technology related to radiation effects on thermal surfaces was in-
cluded. All ocher aspects of radiation (i.e., model definitions, other
effects, etc.) were deleted from consideration. Micrometeroid technology
%_s omitted. %_Iepotential significance of the above emissions is dis-
cussed in more detail in Appendix C of Volume Viii.
Thermal control design requirements and constraints are dmrived from
the specifics of mission, system, and subsystem design. These design
drivers are typically not well defined for advanced missions, with the re-
sult that the associated requirements for thermal technology which are
interactive with other features of spacecraft design, have ounsequently
been Gmitted frcm the Therr_l Panel's considerations. This omission was
the undesirable but unavoidable result of not being able to define part of
the required input data; the process of identifying candidate technology
developments and flight experiments can be expected to proceed as these data
become available. The _tions herein should therefore be understood
to be incomplete in this _portant area.
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Since the Thermal Control Panel had just recently completed a near
term assesmnent of their technology needs, the panel was able to concen-
trate on long rang_eidentification of technology requirements. The Outlook
for Space, Forecast for Technology, was used as a primary reference for
identifying anticipated long range teclmology deficiencies. Furthermore,
the overriding themes which were apparent during the workshop were large
structures and cold controlled environments. Tne Thermal Control P_el
has attempted to---_ess its technology forecast in the perspective of
these guidelines.
Thermal Control technology was divided into eleven categories:
Thermal Control Surfaces; Heat Pipes; Mechanisms; Testing; Ins_tation_
Contamination; Cryogenics; Analysis; Thermal Properties; Insulation; and
Design Techniques. These categories include both technology requirements "
and tools. Particular long range needs were identified under these cate-
gories and finally, relevant flight experiments __re identified and
doczmented.
Three major thrusts, besides reduction of costs, were identified as
major directions for thermal control technology development and space
experiments.
_i) Extend the useful lifetime of cryogenic systems for space.
(2) Reduce temperature gradients.
(3) In,prove temperature stability.
The cryogenic objective is interpreted to include such elements as
methods for achieving temperatures approaching O°K, cryogen management,
passive radiation and refrigeration systems for replacing expendable
cryogens, and technology for cryogen replenishment as well as devices and
systems designs to extend lifetime directly by reducing losses.
Reduction of a macro-gradients (tens of degrees) in very large struc-
tures and micro-gradients (degrees and fractions of degrees) in insets
and optical systems oz the effects of such gradients will be achieved by
combinations of new tedunology in thermal control su-faces, material
properties and design approaches as _ii as active d vices, such as heat
pipes. For example, thermal distortion of an antenna might be reduced by
use of low ooefficient of expansion material for construction, tJm__mal
expansion compensated configuration or heat pipes as ribs.
Improved temperature "stability" includes improved ability to achieve
a required absolute tesperature, accurate prediction of equilibrium opera-
ting temperature in space, controlled transient temperatures as well as
ability to maintain acceptable temperatures under varying load and lifetime
conditions. Technolo_l requirements include active devices and systems,
design approaches as well as long term properties and stability of coatings,
insulation, etc..
A consensus of the five key flight experiments was not taken by the
panel. }k_t_rer, the chairman has identified four key experimemts and
the fifth experiment will depend on whether space processing and power
experiments or earth resources and earth science experiments are given
priority.
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The key experiments are:
(i) Shuttle Contaminaticn Effects on Thermal Control Surfaces
(2) Stored Cryogen System Evaluation
(3) He II Storage and Utilization
(4) Ultra-high Conductance Heat Pipe Development for Very Large Structures
For space processing and/or power experiments, the fifth experiment should be:
(5) Develqument of Large, Variable Heat-rejection Radiators
For earth resources and earth science experiments, the fifth experiment
should be:
(5) Development of a Deployable, Controlled Orientation Radiator
The following is a more oumplete listing of experiments identified by the panel:
i. Thermal Control Materials Compatible with the Space Plasma Charging Environment
2. Improved Te,perature Control Coatings For Very Large Space Structures
Incl_._ing Solar Collectors
3. 5_aluation of Long-Life Stability of S/C Thermal Control Surfaces
4. Repair/Refurbis|_ent of Thermal Control Surfaces in Space
5. A_esives for Attachable Thermal Control Surfaces
6. Cryogenic Heat Pipe Radiative Coolers
7. Ultra-high Thermal Conductance Heat Pipes
8. Improved Solid Cryogenic Lifetime Experiment
9. Precision Temperature Control Techniques Using Heat Pipes
i0. Large Variable Heat Rejection Radiators
ii. Phase Cha_e Materials for Thermal Storage
12. Expendable _terials Heat Rejection Systems
13. Deplo-able/Orientable Radiator Systems and Components
14. 'fe_perature Control Device Test Facility
15. Zero-G Measurement of Heat-Pipe Disturbances
16. Scalable Shuttle-Launcl_ed, Free-flying Facility for High Power Density
Testing
17. Effects of Shuttle Induced Contamination of Thermal Control Surfaces
18. Tec]miques for Contamination Protection
19. Liquid Cryogenic Transfer
20. Liquid Cryogen Storage and S_/pply
21. Joule-Thcmson Expansion of Supercritical Helium
22. Transfer of Cryogens Across Gimbals
23. He II Storage and Utilization
24. 3He/41ie Dilution Refrigerator - Operable in Zero-G
25. _gnetic l_frigeration - Demagnit4zation of Rare Earth Salts
26. Closed C_cle Helium I_frigeraticn Unit
°_ l ! • I
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INI'RDDUCfION
"fILisdocument contains a brief description of the final report of t_
Entry Technology (L'f)Panel. The Entry Technology Panel su1_eyed the
available inputs such as the 1973 NASA _Lission Model, the Outlook for Space
document and various user retirements; and based on these, made r_mmen-
daticns for tt,/u_olugy advancements t/_rough t/_ use of the Space Transpor-
tation System.
Two major objectives have been identified that will insure that the
technology requirements will be achieved. These objectives deal with the
establisP_ent of heatshield and aerothermodynamic technology for (a) an
Advanced Space Transportation System Heav_ Lift Orbiter and (b) Hypersonic
At_Ds_heri_Entr_ 'Mis"sions.
Two minor objectives _re also identified and are (c) the development -
of an emergency astronaut "life boat" and (d) basic research in boundary
layer transition.
Specific payloads are identified in the report supporting the major
and minor objectives cited above. The majority of the payloads are shuttle
based; hc_t_ver, a planetary entry payload to Jupiter is aleo suggested. _e
shuttle is to be utilized in three specific ways: First, as a payload deploy-
ment base for deorbit; secondly, through the use of the _3G or IVS; and
thirdly, the orbiter itself will be instrumented.
Recurrent themes are (i) the unsuitability of ground based testing due
to the inability to sJ_late proper test conditions and the resulting
need for space testing and (2) the need for better mathematical models des-
cribing accurately and realistically the flow fields around complex structures.
Following this introduction, a summary is provided which expands On the
above objectives.
SUMMARY
The Entry Technology Working Panel of the QAST T_chnology Workshop has
OSS Statement of Ne_surveyed the 1973 NASA Payload Model, the Technol
the Outlook for S_ace, results outO S es carrl
EntryT_h_l ogy Study Team of the OAST Space Shuttle Technology Payloads
Office and numerous other user requirements in order to make recommendations
for technology advancements through the use of the Space Transportation
Systen. It was found that the required technology advancements could be
achieved by carrying out research within the two major objectivesof estab-
lishing heatshield and aeon)thermodynamic technology for an advanced space
transportation system (STS) heavy lift orbiter and for hypervelocity a_mos-
pheric entry missi_,
The need for an advanced heavy lift orbiter was repeatedly emphasized
in the Outlook for Space _re it was pointed out that several highly de-
sirable missions such as the space solar power station and nuclear waste
disposal are feasible (from a cost standpoint) only if launch costs are
significantly reduced by developing such a heavy lift orbiter. Furthermore,
it %ms pointed out that many missions (such as those involving the alam,bly
of large structures in space) which are feasible with the present shuttle,
would be significantly benefitted by an improv%_ shuttle, a seccr_ generation
shuttle or an adv_ lift orbiter.
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Adv_t of hypervelocity atmospheric entry vehicle technology is
needed to allow increased payload fractions (scientific instrtwwentation)
and broadened entry corridors for atmospheric probe, lmnder and sample re-
turn missions. This need is particularly great for missions to the giant
planets (Saturn, Jupiter, Uranus) %_ere presently designed heatshields
account for 30 to 50 percent of the total entry vehicle mass. ]_vancements
in this technology area are also required to assure earth re-entry survival
of a nuclear waste capsule following a launch vehicle abort during a nuclear
wast disposal mission. _ working group has also identified the need for
indivi_l emerger_ entry capsule development (which would be particularly
valuable for use with a space station such as that recommended in t_m Out-
look for Space) and identified an opportunity to investigate the phencmena
of bourzlary layer transition with small entry vehicles carried as "piggy
back" payloads and launched from the space shuttle.
Regarding the establishment of heatshield and aerothermody_c tech-
nology for the advanced STS orbiter, the _rking group |us identified
five technology requirements and nine payloads to satisfy these requirements.
With regard to hypervelccity atmospheric entry, six technology requirements
and five payloads were identified. One technology requircm__nt and one cor-
responding payload were identified for the individual amergency entry cap-
sule and opportunity driven boundary layer transition research respectit_ly.
These tec/mology requirements and payloads are listed in Tables I and II.
The interaction of the technology requirements and payloads is illustrated
in Table III where an "X" indicates the technology requirement to _,_%icheach
payload contributes. It should be pointed out that in selecting payloads,
the working group only considered technology problems that could not be
solved in ground-based test facilities. Hence, for the payloads and corres-
ponding technology requirements considered in this report, the alternative
of solving the problem in ground-based test facilities does not exist.
The Entry Technology panel r_s that t/_eentry payloads definition
studies be continued and t/_t the technology requirements and payloads des-
cribed in the present report be pursued in a manner which will result in
technology readiness at the appropriate mission or project initiation date.
In sane cases these teclmolcgy readiness dates are na_ known; however, many
dates will not be established for sane time. Further _rk and planning
is required to determine a priority ranking for the several payloads in
light of available resources, both funding and manpower.
TABLE I. Entry Tecltnology Requirements
Mission Driven
(i) Advanced _fS Orbiter 5
;_/vanced STS Configuration
Improved Thermal Protection Systmms (TPS)
Improved _mt/_matical _ty/els for Camplex Real Gas Flowfields _nd
Ground-to-Flight Extrapolation
Advanced Structures
B_mdary Layer Transition Criteria
(2) Hypervelocity Atmospheric Entry 7
Planetary Entry Probe Heatshield and Configuration
Nuclear Waste Disposal Package
Radiative Flow Field Models
Planetary Sample Return }leatshield and Configuration
5_med Planetary Return Heatshield anc Configuration
Planetary Bouyant Station Deployment
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Flight Demmlstraticn: _ l_at Source Survival
(3) Individual L_ergency Entry 1
Astronaut }_.rievai
TOTAL 13
Opportunit_ Driven
Basic Research I
Prediction of Boundary Layer Transition
TOTAL 1
TABLE II. Candidate Flight Paylc_ds
(I) Advanced STS Orbiter 9
Orbiter
Air Data System
I_Camara-Lee/WirdwardXeating
InstrumentadTest Panels
Catalytic Surface
Boundary Layer Transition _,_asurementSystem
,_dv_ed STS Configurations
Integral Tank Configurations
_/vanced TPS _mceFts
Advanced Hypersonic Cruise Vehicle Configurations
(2) Hypervelocity A_mos__ric Entry 5
EntryProbe
Nuclear Waste Disposal Package
Lifting Body Entry Vehicle
Bouyant Station
RTG Heat Source
(3) Individual _ Entzy 1
Astrcmaut Retrieval
(4_ Basic _earch i
: Boundary layer Transition
TOIAL 16
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NASA researchers, in concert with scientists from the academic community,
have been focusing attention on the use of the space transportation system
as a vehicle for conducting basic research. The primary thrust of these
discussions has been the identification of experiments of high scientific
merit which can benefit frem being conducted in the unique envirorm_nt
offered by space. The latter refers to the convectionless conditions
available "inreduced gravity, the virtually unlimited pumping capacity
available, as well as the upper atmosphere temperature, _sition and
radiative characteristics.
The results of these past studies were surveyed by the Basic Research
Panel at the OAST Space Technology Workshop. Experimental areas in fluids,
canbustion, low densit_ gases, sirs/lation and gravity were consequenty-_---- _,.
identified. The exercises involved in identifying fertile areas for exper-
imentation w_re also productive in terms of r_nding modus o_randi.
These experimental areas, as well as specific experiments, are described
along with its justifications for the need to go into space and potential
applications of the science to be generated. A modular philosophy in
which classes of experiments are serviced by a single facility, the involve-
ment of as many scientists as possible from outside NASA, and the time
issuance of announcement of flight opportunity are the most _portant of
these suggestions. A set of recommendations considered as the key to
facilitate the maxim_n utility of the space shuttle system as a basic
research tool was also provided.
SU_RY
The Basic Research Panel directed their efforts _: (i) identifying
enabling basic research that would impact the experiment and technology
requirements of the other (discipli_%e) panels and the missions defined
by the User Group; and, (2) identifying interesting basic research experi-
ments which wDuld be performed in space.
Enablin_ Basic Research
Enabling basic research requirements were obtained frcm solicitations
frGm the discipline panels, from review of the Outlook for Space, the 1973
NASA Mission Model and various other reference documents and frcm dis-
oussions with members of the User Group. Over fifty specific discip] ine
requirements __re submitted and have been incorporated into the r6:_rt
without priority judgment under the following broad categories.
Disci_l_e Panels 'Needs
Materials
Surface Contamination
Fluids
Life Support
Instrument Development
Miscellaneous
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In addition, from the User Group's stated mission needs, over seventy
technologyrequirementswere identified which _id require prior basic
research. These research areas are listed below in decreasing order of
frequency of citation.
User Group (Mission) Needs
*Quantum Electronics: Lasers and Opto-Electronic Devices
*Cryogenic Systems Technology: Normal Cyrogens and Superfluid Helium
Remote Sensing
Nuclear .Energy
*Photo-ID_uced I_actions
Fault Tolerant Theory
Artificial Intelligence _
Solar-Electric
Failure Physics
*Bioengineering
*The Basic Researd_ Panel carefully examined all the areas and,
based on potential mission impact and urgency, recommended these
to be areas of OAST e_phasis (except Bioengineering, which is
outside OAST purview).
It was recognized during the Workshop that Rot all panels submitted
comprehensive research plans to the Basic Research Group. For this
reason the group believes additional requirements, perhaps of more
in_ortanoe than those listed above, must be gleaned from the reports of
the other panels. For this reason, the areas identified above should be
viewed as a preliminary selection with more work needed for refinement.
Basic Research Experiments in Space
The Basic Research Panel examined potential basic research experiments
in spaoe by reviewing the output of previously OAST funded studies.
Experiments were rezomn_nded which (i) use the unique environment of the
shuttle and therefore cannot be performed on Earth, and (2) provide useful
basic research information and in some cases have direct technological
"fallout" into mission program needs.
The experiments, discussed in detail in Volume X of the final report,
can be grouped into the following experimental areas:
Fluids
Combustion
Density Gases
Simulation
Gravity
In addition, the panel formulated _ticns aimed at reducing
the.experimental cost and enhancing the usage of the Spacelab by basic
research scientists. These included (1) the use of dedicated modules
in which a class of experiments (rather than one) would be performed and
which would be made available for experimental usage by a Users Group,
(2) the incorporation of remote experimental control to allow real time
Z7
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experimentationby gr_md-based scientists, (3) the provision of c meral
purpose equipment such as a centrifuge, He II dewar, and i,_ss sensor,
(4) envircr_ental mapping of the Spacelab for such things as -raiseand
g-jitter so that sensitive experiments can be properly posi#ioned and
(5) the monitoring and logging of such envirormental factors to allow
later data interpretation.
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The objective of the h_virorm_mtal Control and Life Support Systems
(ECLSS) Brogram is to conduct an orderly Research and Technology development
program that will provide matured life support technology for selected
future manned flight program objectives. Technology maturity rmlst be
achieved via an evolutionary process to ensure that oondidate concepts are
fully and logically evaluated and then adequately developed prior to selec-
tion of the final concept for any space opportunity being directed toward
a specific mission application.
As previously noted, the cost of pr_¢iding expendable items for the
life support function beccmes prd_ibitively expensive as mission duration
increases; therefore, regenerable tec/miques must be e_ployed. The pro-
gram proposed here provides for the research and development of regener-
ative-class life support breadboard systems for laboratory testing and --
the development and checkout of integrated flight hardware. This study
uses, as convenient focal points, successively ambitious future manned
spaceflight opportunities as shown in Figure i. The life support technolo-
gy required for these opportunities shows increasing degrees of system clo-
sure as the NASA manned space program progresses in the future (see Figure 2).
The Life Support Program, outlined in this study, may }_ divided into
two program categories: (i) A sustaining R&D program that is needed to
provide the basic and applied research to supply new ideas, approaches
and concepts, and neces._y development of tJ_eseto sl_ feasibility and
optim_n application potential; and (2) the specific Life Support projects
responsible for t/_ further development, testing and integration into
flight certified prototype l_zrdware. This latter %_rk is necessary to es-
tablish, both in ground tests and flight tests, the correctness and suit-
ability of the system. Each succeeding manned spaceflight opportunity
depends on previous accomplishments, both technical and progranm_tic. As
an example, the final testing of a _rs Lander ECLSS is seen as being
accomplished in near-Earth orbit ar_ dependent upon an orbiting Space Base.
Similarly, t/lefirst of the biological systems expected to I_ required for
a permanent Imnar Habitat would first be set up and demonstrated in a re-
duced scale within a temporary Izlnar Colony.
Work in other related areas of life sciences needs to be successfully
acccmplished in addition to t/le life support and protective systems for
t/_ese future missions. _tis includes othem disciplines within the Office
of Life Sciences such as medical, physical, psychological considerations
and requirements, man-machine relationships and social group dynamics.
Advanced space suits and protective systems will play an Ja_ortant part in
the success of these future missions. Advanced EVA c_ability will be
required in order to provide for contingencies and to enhance man's capabil-
ity for deploying and servicing payloads, erecting large structures and to
minimize space payload costs.
Volume XI of the final report has been prepared by NASA personnel whose
expertise is mainly in the area of life support concept and hardware devel-
opment. Therefore, this volume concentrates on life support and crew
equipment facets and not on behavioral sciences and other facets of man's
relationship to the space environment. %_ere are, l_m_ever, ongoing activities
in these areas as a portion of the overall NASA Life Sciences Program. In
fact, studies are being __rformed ix)define specific Spacelab experiments to
be flown as dedicated Life Sciences payloads in accordance with "the 1973
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NASA Payload Model".
The methodology used in arriving at the results of t/lisworkshop study
is shown in Figure 3. Additional factc£s and limitations to the study
campiled by the OAST Workshop Life Support Panel are:
i. Life Sh/pport functions and supplies obtained from manufacturing
processes cr from extraterrestrial raw materials have not been considered.
2. Transportation costs necessary to use life support equipment in
space either as an experiment or for producing a habitable enviror_ent
on-board a spacecraft have been excluded from resource forecasts.
{
3. Pollution control for extraterrestrial colcr ;es and habitats has
not been considered as a life support system function.
4. No unforeseen breakt/_roughs in life support tecb.nology have been
considered to occur during the time period consid__red in t/_ technology
forecast.
5. Resource forecasts have been made on the basis of 1975 dollars.
For p_rposes of the final report, life support technology has been
subdivided into two main classes: (I) Physico-CI_nlical ECI_S Systems;
and (2) Biological Life 5_pport Systems. The various syst_m_ are des-
cribed in one section of Volume XI of t]_ final report.
Another section discusses a forecast for technical advancements in
terms of projected manned space flight opportunities, including anticipated
flight experiments.
S_RY
Life support technology advancements in terms of system closure and
regeneration capability _re analyzed for a variety of manned space
opportunitles. It I_s been determined that regeneration capabilities must
be developed in a step-wise fashion through space flight experiments and
continued S_ supported R&D to meet the succession of increasingly ambitious
space opportunities. In particular, S£_ supported development of biological
type life support systems must be implemented for the realization of long
term space goals.
Regeneration and syst_n closure have been shown to be dependent on
mission duration, spacecraft cr_ size, cost of resupply and spacecraft
power source. %he evolution of life support technology must include water
recovery, oxygen rec_lery, waste management recycle and, ultimately, a
man-made closed c_-ology with selected biological species before large-scale
permanent sl_ce habitation can become possible. A NASA Life Sciences
dedicated regenerative ECLSS experiment has b_n identified in tl_ work-
shop study as a necessary precursor to the flight certification of regener-
ative capabilities necessary for a Space Station. Other possible life
support experiments t/_t are needed for ot/_er space opportunities have
been identified as:
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-Water recovery (vapor compression distillation)
-Water electrolysis (solid po!_-r electrolyte)
-Nitrogen generator
-Crew appliances
-Solid waste management
-Microbiological/plant/animal experiments
Basic re_-arch needs were identified to be.
-Identify purity standards, methodology and measurement techniques
for establishing "safe" water
-Identify manned spacecraft air quality standards
-Identify effects spacecraft contamil_ticn cn optical sensing devices
-Identify cleanliness stardards for long duration _ mission crewmen
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